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    IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

Many organizations prioritize CX improvement actions and build the business case 

for change based on key driver analysis or by analyzing customer contacts.  Dollar 

Impact Analysis SM takes this to the next level by integrating Customer Retention 

Modeling (based on key driver analysis – what drives satisfaction) with Customers 

at Risk Modeling (based on Market-at-Risk Analysis SM - what drives 

dissatisfaction) to identify CX improvements with the greatest market impact. 

Further, Dollar Impact Analysis SM projects the dollar impact (based on increased revenue) and ROI of 

potential solutions.  The four-step process provides a method for understanding the most important 

issues, calculating the market impact of improvement opportunities, and determining the ROI of CX 

solutions.  

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

CX Solution’s research, as well as numerous other industry studies, have shown 

that improvements to the customer experience can generate millions in 

additional revenue – customers are more loyal, spend more, and now, more 

than ever, tell others about their experiences with a company, leading to 

revenue impact far greater than just that of the original customer.  Providing a 

good customer experience clearly correlates with increased revenue – this is 

proven and is not surprising to most.  

Further, setting improvement priorities based on an ROI approach is not new. In fact, the ROI of customer 

experience improvement was front and center when CX Solutions (formerly TARP) was founded in 1971, 

and was the first to demonstrate a positive return for encouraging customers to complain.  Many cite the 

economic analysis in our 1979 study for the White House Office of Consumer Affairs as providing the data 

that led to the creation of the modern customer service call center.   

The question now is not WHY a good customer experience matters, but instead, WHAT MATTERS THE 

MOST? A study might show that millions of dollars are being left on the table due to less than stellar 

service, but an executive may be at a loss about what specifically to fix, and what to fix first? In essence, 

what is the ROI of specific process improvements?   

Many organizations determine the ROI and resultant quality improvement priorities based solely on key 

drivers of satisfaction/loyalty from customer relationship and NPS surveys; some integrate internal 

metrics like complaint data. CX Solutions has found two potential weaknesses in these limited 

approaches. 
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1. First weakness:First weakness:First weakness:First weakness:  Key driver analysis alone seldom offers enough detail to identify the specific 

types of problems or issues that aggravate customers. The metrics measured don’t always 

provide the root causes of dissatisfaction. Customers, for example, may be dissatisfied with the 

“timeliness of invoices”, but a company is left in the dark about what specifically that means.  

Does it mean, for example, that “the first invoice was not received on time”, or “payment window 

was too short after invoices arrived?” 

    

2. SecondSecondSecondSecond    weaknessweaknessweaknessweakness:  While analysis of internal data such as contact data can provide much more 

specific information on customer issues, relying on contact center complaint data alone is 

problematic as customers often don’t contact about issues that may be causing dissatisfaction 

because of the “hassle factor” (i.e., too cumbersome, I don’t have time), or due to a “learned 

helplessness” (i.e., they feel that the experiences are a given or a standard business practice). 

This results in many organizations fixing only the issues that they hear about, the “squeaky 

wheels”. These issues may not be the ones that are causing the most damage to loyalty and word 

of mouth. 

 

CX Solutions offers an enhanced, more holistic approach to priority setting using Dollar Impact AnalysisDollar Impact AnalysisDollar Impact AnalysisDollar Impact Analysis    SMSMSMSM. 

This approach uses a convergence of both Customer Retention Modeling (based on Key Driver analysis) 

AND Customers at Risk Modeling (based on enhanced problem experience analysis – using Market at Risk 

Analysis SM).  

 

The benefits of this holistic approach are threeThe benefits of this holistic approach are threeThe benefits of this holistic approach are threeThe benefits of this holistic approach are three----foldfoldfoldfold: 

 

1. Allows companies to continue to prioritize based on the “upside” economic impact – how does 

increasing satisfaction in certain areas lead to an increase in loyalty, and what is the ROI of 

actions that will lead to those changes? 

2. Allows companies to prioritize based on the “downside” economic impact – how many customers 

are at risk (i.e., “lost”) due to specific problems and what is the associated economic impact of 

those lost customers? 

3. And finally, and perhaps most importantly, by looking at the convergence of BOTH, it allows a 

company to set better targets for the increase in satisfaction of specific key drivers. The problem 

experience detail, in essence, allows for more precise assumptions and in turn, better priority 

setting and ROI calculations.  

 

Combining upside opportunity with downside risk provides managers with a stronger case for change. 

While it might seem that these two are simply two sides of the same coin, our analysis has shown that the 

combination of the two provides a more robust view of the potential economic outcomes. 

CX Solutions Approach to Priority CX Solutions Approach to Priority CX Solutions Approach to Priority CX Solutions Approach to Priority SettingSettingSettingSetting    with with with with 

Dollar Impact Analysis Dollar Impact Analysis Dollar Impact Analysis Dollar Impact Analysis SMSMSMSM    

CX Solutions’ approach to priority setting is a four-step 

process: 

1.1.1.1. Understand the issues Understand the issues Understand the issues Understand the issues     

2.2.2.2. Understand the Dollar Impact Understand the Dollar Impact Understand the Dollar Impact Understand the Dollar Impact of solutionsof solutionsof solutionsof solutions    

3.3.3.3. IdentifyIdentifyIdentifyIdentify    business business business business costs, resources and timingcosts, resources and timingcosts, resources and timingcosts, resources and timing    

4.4.4.4. Test solutions Test solutions Test solutions Test solutions and and and and measurmeasurmeasurmeasureeee    the impact of change the impact of change the impact of change the impact of change     
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Although all four steps are critical for a comprehensive ROI exercise, the remainder of the paper will focus 

primarily on the first two steps, understanding the issues and the dollar impact of solutions, with only a 

high level discussion of the last two steps, which are more organizationally unique. 

 

1. Understand the IssuesUnderstand the IssuesUnderstand the IssuesUnderstand the Issues 

 

The first step in any ROI analysis is to understand the issues that are causing lower than desired 

satisfaction and their economic impact. This needs to be done from a quantitative standpoint across the 

entire customer base and across the entire customer journey. 

Using only complaint data and/or surveys that rate a customer’s 

satisfaction with specific experiences is not enough. It is 

important to understand the issues that are causing disloyalty 

for the customer base as a whole and across all customer 

experiences and touchpoints.  

 

Customer Retention ModelingCustomer Retention ModelingCustomer Retention ModelingCustomer Retention Modeling        

Customer Retention Modeling is modeling based on Key Driver 

Analysis. Key Driver analysis (also called Relative or Derived 

Importance) is used to better understand which areas of service 

(or attributes) contribute to overall satisfaction or other outcome metrics (reuse, recommend, etc.). In 

essence, the analysis reveals which attributes are the most important in explaining changes in overall 

satisfaction & loyalty metrics – what DRIVES satisfaction and loyalty? By pairing Key Driver analysis with 

satisfaction metrics (performance), companies can set priorities based on areas with high importance and 

low performance.  

 

The outcome of Key Driver analysis is used to develop a Customer Retention Model to predict economic 

outcomes based on process improvements.  By estimating the expected change in various attributes 

impacted by process improvements, companies can predict a change in loyalty (e.g., renew/repurchase), 

and a resultant increase in revenue.  

 

For example, in the illustration below, Customer Retention Modeling predicts that increasing the top box 

satisfaction with three key attributes by 5% points will drive a 2% point increase in loyalty. 

 

    

Satisfaction Satisfaction Satisfaction Satisfaction     

AttributesAttributesAttributesAttributes    

% increase in satisfaction with % increase in satisfaction with % increase in satisfaction with % increase in satisfaction with 

attributesattributesattributesattributes    

(% very satisfied)(% very satisfied)(% very satisfied)(% very satisfied)    

Resulting in % increase in Resulting in % increase in Resulting in % increase in Resulting in % increase in     

“Definitely will Buy Again” “Definitely will Buy Again” “Definitely will Buy Again” “Definitely will Buy Again”     

(based on predictive (based on predictive (based on predictive (based on predictive modeling)modeling)modeling)modeling)    

Accuracy of responseAccuracy of responseAccuracy of responseAccuracy of response    +5% pts.+5% pts.+5% pts.+5% pts.     

+2% pts.+2% pts.+2% pts.+2% pts.    Consistency of responseConsistency of responseConsistency of responseConsistency of response    +5% pts.+5% pts.+5% pts.+5% pts.    

Clarity of responseClarity of responseClarity of responseClarity of response    +5% pts.+5% pts.+5% pts.+5% pts.    

 

Although CX Solutions believes that the Key Driver analysis (when done right) is a good model to 

demonstrate the importance of aspects of service in driving satisfaction and loyalty and that Customer 

Retention Modeling is a useful tool for estimating impact on loyalty, this is just one side of the coin – the 

“Upside”. Key Driver Analysis only tells you what is the most IMPORTANT in terms of increasing 

satisfaction/loyalty, and how much the outcome metric (satisfaction or loyalty) is expected to increase by 
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increasing satisfaction in these areas.  What this doesn’t identify is what issues are DRIVING 

dissatisfaction in those priority areas (areas with high importance and low satisfaction).  Hence, CX  

Solutions believes that a more robust and ACTIONABLE analysis can be arrived at by pairing this with our 

Market-at-Risk analysis SM.   

    

CX Solution’CX Solution’CX Solution’CX Solution’s s s s Customers at Risk ModelCustomers at Risk ModelCustomers at Risk ModelCustomers at Risk Model        

It is well understood that customer problems occur on an ongoing basis and that some problems will 

ALWAYS exist. The challenge faced by quality, service, and financial executives, is to determine which 

problems, if prevented or mitigated, will provide the biggest payoff to the organization in terms of 

improved revenue and word of mouth as well as reduced costs of handling. In other words, which 

squeaking wheels deserve grease and which do not? This is what we call the “Downside” aspect of the 

ROI equation. How much is “At Risk” based on current issues that customers are facing– and how much 

damage can be mitigated by addressing these issues? 

 

In many organizations, the problems that get attention are those that are reported most often (i.e., have 

high problem rates) or those where the customer who screams the loudest and/or gets to the C-Suite. 

But both the “problem prevalence” and “screamer” strategies can result in poor payoff. The loudest (or 

most connected) customer’s issues often are not indicative of the most serious systematic problems. 

Further, that customer may not even be reasonable or indicative of the general customer base. The most 

often reported problem is also a mediocre indicator of the problems that do the most market damage. 

This is because customers are often reticent to report certain kinds of problems due to ease of switching 

brands, fear of retribution, or personal relationship with a sales or service rep who is the basis of the 

problem (why complain if I’m going to see you again next week?). 

 

CX Solution’s Customers at Risk Model (based on our Market-at-Risk SM calculation) allows both the 

frequency and severity of problems (as measured by reported damage to loyalty) to be taken into 

account along with the key drivers. The combination allows the development of an estimate of the 

number of customers and the revenue that is placed at risk due to each type of problem.  

 

CX Solutions experience has shown that it is important to use an aided list of questions and problems that 

may have been encountered. There are two advantages to this methodology. The first advantage is that 

older issues are brought to mind which are not necessarily top of mind. Secondly, the customer can cover 

the entire lifecycle of the experience from the initial information gathering through ownership and 

service experience in a quick glance, checking off those issues that they encountered. This is important 

because often these issues that are not top-of-mind are the ones that do the most damage.  

 

Two examples of MMMMarketarketarketarket----atatatat----RRRRiskiskiskisk    SMSMSMSM findings are illustrated below: 

 

Example 1Example 1Example 1Example 1: 

In a Fortune 500 copier company, while the most frantic phone calls were on repair, our Market-at-Risk 

Analysis SM showed that broken promises on installation by sales reps did four times as much damage but 

were seldom complained about.   
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Example 2Example 2Example 2Example 2: 

Consider two of the problems faced by a CX Solutions client (as reported by customers using our aided 

problem list methodology). The most frequently reported issue was “Product on back-order” (40%). The 

second most frequently reported issue concerned the “Failure to meet promised delivery date” (20%). 

Although customers experienced back-order problems twice as frequently as missed delivery dates, the 

broken promises did much more overall market damage (i.e., lost loyalty, based on our market-at-risk 

analysis), illustrating that “not all problems are created equal”, or, the most frequent problems are not 

always the most damaging to a company. 

 

What these examples, and many more from our industry studies, show is that companies must look 

farther than complaint and satisfaction data alone to understand what the greatest “points of pain” are. 

Unfortunately, many organizations devote much of their valuable customer service resources fixing just 

those issues that they hear about the most frequently. Instead, the relative Market-at-Risk SM must be 

understood. 

 

Pairing the percent at risk with the dollar value of a customer (or account) results in the calculation of the 

potential dollar impact by specific issue. Some organizations choose to use this alone for their 

monetization. The downside of using Market-at-Risk SM as the ONLY method for monetization, is that it 

ignores process improvements that don’t necessarily fix problems per se, but that still lead to increased 

loyalty.  

 

Increasing “engagement” and “emotional connection” for example, are becoming more and more 

important as customer experience differentiators, but increasing satisfaction in these areas is not always 

tied to decreasing problems. Hence, we suggest a comprehensive approach that looks at both of these 

outcomes when determining monetization and the resultant ROI. 

    

2. 2. 2. 2. Understand the Dollar Impact of Understand the Dollar Impact of Understand the Dollar Impact of Understand the Dollar Impact of SolutionsSolutionsSolutionsSolutions    

 

Once the primary opportunities (from Key Driver analysis) and the “Points of Pain” (from the Market-at-

Risk™ analysis), have been identified (step 1), the next step is to identify potential solutions and the 

potential market impact of those solutions.   

 

While it is always an educated guess, looking at the convergence of issues and top opportunities helps 

increase the confidence in those assumptions. Without any associated problem experience, the assumed 

percent increase in a satisfaction attribute is a pure judgment call.  

 

Optimistic managers, for example, might say that they think they can increase satisfaction in an area by 

5%, whereas another manager might believe a 2% increase is more realistic. Alternatively, some 

companies first set a target for increased loyalty and then look at the associated increase in satisfaction 

needed in order to hit that target (based on logistic regression).  

 

The question that still remains, though, is “how do we get there?” and “is this target even realistic?” This 

is where Dollar Impact Analysis SM helps. By mapping the top problem issues (from the research) with the 

key satisfaction attributes that companies are seeking to impact, companies have a clearer line of sight 

into the potential upside on satisfaction and resultant loyalty based on the associated solutions.   
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In the example below, an insurance company mapped the specific customer problems causing the most 

market at risk with the related key drivers of satisfaction.  This led to a general overarching opportunity of 

“Lack of Customer Education”, and several potential solutions to address the opportunity were identified 

that addressed different combinations of problems and attributes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the solutions have been paired with satisfaction attributes and problem experience, Dollar Impact 

Analysis SM is used to set priorities. 

 

As discussed, there are two inputs (or data streams) to the Dollar Impact Analysis SM.  The monetary value 

of the “Downside”, or Customers at Risk that will be “saved”, is estimated using the Market at Risk 

Analysis (discussed earlier), plus the impact of negative word of mouth, multiplied by the average annual 

value of a customer.  The “Upside”, or how many more customers can be retained through the solution 

set, is estimated using the Customer Retention Model (discussed earlier) multiplied by the average annual 

value of a customer.   
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The two inputs will result in a range of potential dollar impact.  Smart business practices call for 

conducting sensitivity analysis to provide further insight into the range of potential dollar impact 

depending on the success of solution implementation.   

 

For example, in the below illustration, sensitivity analysis reveals that the dollar impact could range from 

$5.6 million to $18.75 million depending on the success of the planned solution to impact the paired 

attributes. 

 

The last two steps are organizationally unique. However, here is an overview of actions. 

 

3333. . . . IdentifyIdentifyIdentifyIdentify    Business Business Business Business Costs, Resources and TimingCosts, Resources and TimingCosts, Resources and TimingCosts, Resources and Timing    
 

Now that priority issues have been identified (from step 1) and the 

economic impact of solving those issues has been calculated (from 

step 2), the next step is to shape more specific solutions and 

understand the associated costs and actual Return on Investment 

(ROI).  Additionally, add in, on the upside, any value from 

anticipated reduced costs and increased productivity.  Finally, it is 

important to understand what resources will be required and the 

expected timeline for solution implementation, since that will 

impact on when you can expect to see improvement to the metrics 

and ultimately to the bottom-line impact.  

 

4444. . . . TestTestTestTest    Solutions and MeasurSolutions and MeasurSolutions and MeasurSolutions and Measureeee    the Impact of Changethe Impact of Changethe Impact of Changethe Impact of Change    

    
For some priorities, the solution is easy to make without much cost. For those, testing may not be 

required. However, for many potential solutions, additional testing may be advisable. For example, does 

changing the receipt of the invoice from 5 days prior to due 

date to 8 days prior to due date have an impact of satisfaction 

and resultant loyalty? Does it change the problem experience 

and resultant Market at Risk? CX Solutions has seen many 

companies implement changes without properly testing the 

outcomes, only to find themselves with unintended 

consequences. Sometimes, the solution does more harm than 

good. Testing could have alleviated this. 

 

 

    

Potential Scenarios 

Satisfaction Attributes that Satisfaction Attributes that Satisfaction Attributes that Satisfaction Attributes that     

Pair with SolutionPair with SolutionPair with SolutionPair with Solution    

% increase in % increase in % increase in % increase in 

satisfactionsatisfactionsatisfactionsatisfaction    

Impact on Impact on Impact on Impact on 

retentionretentionretentionretention    

Dollar Impact of Dollar Impact of Dollar Impact of Dollar Impact of 

Solution (Millions)Solution (Millions)Solution (Millions)Solution (Millions)    

Paired Attributes 2% .75% $5.6 

Paired Attributes 4% 1.5% $11.25 

Paired Attributes 6% 2% $15 

Paired Attributes 8% 2.5% $18.75 
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SummarySummarySummarySummary    ––––    Dollar Impact AnalysisDollar Impact AnalysisDollar Impact AnalysisDollar Impact Analysis    SMSMSMSM, the Best of Both Worlds! , the Best of Both Worlds! , the Best of Both Worlds! , the Best of Both Worlds!     

Using Contact Analysis or Key Driver Analysis along doesn’t provide adequate data for actionable 

solutions with dollar impact.  Dependence solely on complaint data can lead to fixing the problems that 

are not necessarily doing the most damage while ignoring those that do, simply because you don’t hear 

about them. And, dependence solely on Key Driver analysis can lead to priorities that are not actionable 

enough to elicit change.  

 

To avoid this problem, CX Solutions recommends the more holistic approach of Dollar Impact Analysis SM. 

By pairing Customer Retention Modeling – UPSIDE (using key driver analysis) with Customers at Risk 

Modeling – DOWNSIDE (based on CX Solution’s Market at Risk SM), companies will have more confidence 

in the potential ROI of process improvements and can set priorities based on those process 

improvements that will mitigate the most damage and lead to increased loyalty and profits.  

 

Although both of the two methods discussed, can alone lead to economic impact modeling; pairing them, 

along with sensitivity analysis, creates a stronger economic case for change.  Where the output is a range, 

managers can be confident that the “truth” is somewhere in between.  Finally, incorporating the costs of 

change and testing leads to more accurate ROI outcomes and ability to drive positive business outcomes. 

 

For further information or details on the calculations discussed in this paper, please contact CX Solutions. 

 

 


